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Dear Member,

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the 
establishment of the Food Safety Authority of Ireland 
(FSAI).  Seasoned supporting Members will recall the 
intensive lobbying that this organisation undertook 
to have this body established.  Indeed, two former 
Chairmen of the Consumers’ Association of Ireland 
(CAI), Peter Dargan (RIP) and Raymond O’Rourke, have 
been contributing Board Members to the FSAI across 
many of those years.  Indeed, the FSAI recognition of our 
contribution continues to this day through our presence 
on its Consultative Council.
 We have moved significantly forward in that 
time to bring a great degree of confidence to consumers 
that the food they are purchasing is safe and that 
transparancy in terms of quality, authenticity, additives 
and place of origin is assured.  The FSAI attained 
universal attention and appreciation for its efforts when, 
for example, it highlighted the horsemeat scandal 
some years ago.  This brought back to the forefront of 
enforcement measures the importance of labelling and 
how it is a key factor in the consumer’s ability to make an 
informed choice.
 Every producer has a duty to ensure that they 
are meeting long-established and demanded protocols 
in truthfully and clearly outlining the provenance of all 

products they place on the market.  Yet, in the past week, 
we have seen an issue arise that has the potential to set 
consumer confidence in labelling of food back some 20 
years!  A chicken product was sold, labelled, under the 
Denny brand of Kerry Foods, on the front of pack with 
the advice that it was ‘made in Wicklow’. The chicken, in 
fact, came from Brazil.
 When I referred to the lobbying efforts in 1995 
and across the years to 1998 when a decision was made 
to establish the FSAI, this was one of the issues of great 
concern.
 I have engaged in many, many submissions, 
workshops, conferences and debates over the last 24 
years on food labelling, at home and in Brussels.  I was 
convinced that we had moved beyond forward but, 
actually, away, from these misleading and unacceptable 
evasive marketing and bad business strategies.  I was 
also of the opinion that market surveillance, auditing 
and enforcement in general would guarantee consumer 
confidence.
 It is year 21 and, believe me, 
there is a lot that the CAI will need to 
challenge in this - and more years than 
I care to consider!

http://www.thecai.ie
http://www.zavamedia.com
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NEWS BRIEFS

Iron It Out

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

As we commence a new year, rested and open to new 
considerations, then we recommend some time to focus on 
your health and new findings regarding haemochromatosis – 
highly prevalent in Ireland, and therefore referred to as the 
Celtic Curse.  This is where the body absorbs too much iron 
from its diet and, certainly up to this point, has been thought 
of  as a relatively simple hereditary condition to treat with a 
regular regime of  drawing blood to decrease the iron count.  
However, two studies from the University of  Exeter, the 
University of  Connecticut and the US National Institute on 
Aging, the findings of  which were published in The BMJ and 
The Journals of  Gerontology: Medical Sciences, are showing find-
ings that haemochromatosis quadruples the risk of  liver dis-
ease and doubles the risk of  arthritis and frailty in older age 
groups.  Not only that but they also indicate how it results in 
the person having a significantly higher risk of  developing 
diabetes and chronic pain.  The researchers are now calling 
on routine screening for people at risk of  haemochromatosis, 
when they are undergoing bloodletting, to see if  they carry 
the mutation.  Importantly, as this is such a common ailment, 
the good news is that it is easily treated.

There was enormous and worldwide interest when researchers 
from Chongqing University in China announced how they had 
designed the first greenhouse in a can, placed it on board the 
Chang’e-4 Probe space vehicle and that the cotton plant they had 
put on the moon had sprouted.  Regrettably, the euphoria and cel-
ebration of what was the first plant ever grown on the moon’s sur-
face was short-lived as the university announced that the solitary 
shoot had withered and died as it could not withstand the intense 
freezing temperatures of a lunar night where the temperature in-
side the plant’s chamber dropped initially to -52 degrees and con-
tinued to fall to as low as -180 degrees.  Impressively, the China Na-
tional Space Administration stressed that while this decomposing 
plant matter will remain on the moon, it is totally enclosed from the 
lunar surface, preventing any potential biological contamination of 
the moon. We can seek solace in the fact that the chief designer of 
the experiment was optimistic about future attempts to grow plant 
life on the moon, especially potatoes.  Result!

Airline rules on the transportation of pets have always 
been a challenge. They have just become more strin-
gent.  Exceptions made for support and service animals 
are changing with, for example, Delta determining last 
December that no cats or dogs (kittens or puppies) under 
the age of four months will be allowed to fly as support 
and service companions, while all support animals will be 
banned on flights longer than eight hours. This ban does 
not affect pets travelling in enclosed carriers. It is impor-
tant to reflect that the change was prompted by an 84% 
increase in incidents involving service/support animals 
during a two-year period ending in 2017. These included 
attacks on passengers by support dogs as well as urinat-
ing, soiling and biting while in flight.  It is important to 
reflect at this point that most airlines require a doctor’s 
note to confirm the need for the support animal. Indeed, 
there are websites offering speedy letters of confirma-
tion – for a fee.  So, with that in mind, and as there were 
other ‘stretches’ of the policy that confounded logic, it 
was determined that there was a need for change. These 
included occasions where passengers had boarded with 
what was described as “a menagerie of emotional sup-
port animals”. These included snakes, squirrels, hedge-
hogs, goats and a peacock. These, together with what is 
specified as “animals with tusks” are no longer facilitated 
on these airlines.

That’s It - We’re Not Going!

WE’RE OvER THE MOON WITH THE NEWS
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It is interesting to see the concerns expressed 
by the Consumer Council of Hong Kong, in their 
magazine Choice, regarding e-cigarettes and 
vaping.  It is a new phenomenon there but is 
growing with great rapidity.  The Council notes 
how the increasing popularity has already caused 
the declining smoking population in Hong Kong 
to show a resurgence in the old habit.  They are 
therefore calling for a full ban.  They are lobbying 
for legislation for a full ban of e-cigarettes, heat-
not-burn (HNB) cigarettes and all such new tobacco 
products.  In addition, they seek a prohibition on 
importing, manufacture, sale, distribution and 

advertisement of e-cigarettes and other new 
smoking products in order that, as they put it, 
there is protection of the next generation from 
the harmful effects of smoking.  I admire their 
consideration but, with the reality being that these 
products are already being sold and distributed 
widely in shops and are also available online, they 
will require to look to alternatives.  Information, 
education, statistics, TV, radio, magazine and social 
media campaigns, health advice and warnings will 
all be required.  Which, when you consider the time, 
cost and potential for success, it makes you realise 
how a ban seems more appropriate. 

Action In The Nicotime

WHENEvER YOu’RE READY. THERE’S NO RuSH.

There is much change taking place in the US 
and, as there is an eventual replication of  the 
more positive initiatives introduced into the 
EU marketplace, I thought you should be the 
first to consider what may be coming your way 
in the year(s) ahead.  There, many stores have 
exceptionally consumer-friendly return policies, 
while others make it either a major challenge, 
or impossible, to return goods.  In advance of  
the Christmas 2018 activity, by way of  reduc-
ing return fraud and stop return abuse, some 
of  the larger retailers introduced a requirement 
for proof  of  identity including a driver’s license 
or some other form of  ID before they would 
consider taking back anything without a receipt.  
In addition, however, this allows collection and 
retention of  this information into a database of  
‘serial returners’, someone who has a track record 

of  buying goods and returning them. Consumer 
Reports outlined a number of  the positives and 
negatives.  The ’good’ list included outlets such 
as Nordstrom, L.L. Bean, Costco, Eddie Bauer 
and JC Penney.  Special mention went to Kohl’s 
for their no limit return policy (yes!) with the 
understandable exception of  electronics.  The 
‘not so good’ list includes Sears, Kmart, Barnes & 
Noble and Best Buy – who received special men-
tion for their maximum 15-day return window for 
most items and a 15% restocking fee for drones 
and some digital cameras.   Finally, the annual 
Consumer World Return Policy Survey highlight-
ed how Amazon will pay the return shipping on 
items purchased using Alexa and items purchased 
on Target.com can be returned for free and its 
red-card holders get 30 extra return days.

Ethical online retailing is, understandably, 
a growing area and, now, for charities too.  
Many have raised funds for years now 
through outlets selling second-hand cloth-
ing, footwear, books and other items, all of 
which are donated.  However, the realisa-
tion that they could source their own-brand 
products to support the charity has caught 
on quite significantly.  In the UK, Oxfam 
would be well know for this as they offer 
consumers the chance to buy products 
that support projects they are delivering to 
help people manage their way out of pov-

erty.  This has brought them and others to 
focus upon fair-trade principles and prod-
ucts.  This, in turn, has now spread across 
through the sector in terms of human 
rights, animal rights and numerous other 
activist groups.  However, Ethical Consum-
er has been reviewing certain of the brands 
and noting that there is insufficient focus 
being put to understanding and setting 
minimum workers’ rights requirements 
that their suppliers need to meet and ad-
here to in all contracts. Tip of the iceberg 
this, I believe.Living Up To Expectations
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

Food & Health
 by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Last year, the number of enforcement 
orders served on food businesses across 
Ireland increased significantly.  The Food 
Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI) has noted 
that, in all, 109 enforcement orders were 
served on food businesses for breaches in 
food safety legislation in 2018, representing 
a 58% increase from 2017 when 69 
enforcement orders were issued.  The 109 
enforcement orders included 95 closure 
orders, five improvement orders and nine 
prohibition orders.
  The FSAI has a statutory 
responsibility for enforcing food legislation 
in Ireland with the principal aim being to 
protect consumers’ health and interests 
and enforcement is carried out mainly 
using service contracts with a number 
of official agencies, including the Health 
Service Executive and the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine.   As 
well as promoting compliance with food 
legislation by providing support, advice 
and guidance to food businesses, the FSAI 
monitors and assesses compliance through 
inspections, audits and investigations 
and enforcement orders are issued when 
deemed appropriate by the authorised 
officer.  The kinds of recurring food safety 
issues that can result in enforcement orders 
include evidence of rodent infestation and 

rodent droppings, unhygienic conditions, 
failure to maintain correct temperatures 
for foodstuffs, poor food safety knowledge 
among staff, and unsuitable food storage 
facilities.  
  In December 2018, nine closure 
orders, two improvement orders and 
one prohibition order were served on 
food businesses across the country.  The 
issues uncovered included a dead rodent 
found trapped under a sink unit, mice 
activity in a washing up area, copious black 
mould growth on the internal surfaces of 
a refrigeration unit, raw sewage flowing 
through the backyard of a food service 
premises, and raw meat being prepared 
in the designated vegetable preparation 
area, which was contaminated with chicken 
juices.  Details of the food businesses that 
have been served with enforcement orders 
are published on the FSAI website, www.
fsai.ie, with closure and improvement 
orders remaining listed for three months 
after the premises is deemed to have 
corrected its food safety issue, while 
prohibition orders are listed for one month. 
  The FSAI highlights the 
importance of robust food safety 
management systems and stresses 
that food businesses are responsible 
for ensuring that the food they sell to 

consumers is safe to eat and complies 
with food safety legislation.  Commenting 
on the annual enforcement order figures 
for 2018, FSAI Chief Executive Dr Pamela 
Byrne has said that the increase in the 
number of orders was unacceptable, noting 
enforcement orders are only served on 
food businesses when there is a serious 
risk to consumer health or where there are 
a number of ongoing significant breaches 
of food legislation.  According to Dr Byrne, 
“non-compliance by food businesses will 
not be tolerated and all breaches of food 
safety legislation will be dealt with the full 
extent of the law.”   
  Any consumer who has concerns 
about the hygiene standards in a food 
business or who wishes to report suspected 
food poisoning or make a complaint about 
a food product can contact the FSAI advice 
line on 1890 336677 or through its website 
at https://www.fsai.ie/makeacomplaint/.  
The FSAI will then refer the complaint for 
investigation to the appropriate agency.  
The complainant’s name and contact 
telephone number are required to enable 
follow-up by the inspector looking into 
the complaint but all details provided by 
the complainant are fully confidential and 
are not released to the food business in 
question.

FSAI reports a rise in enforcement orders 
in 2018 

Towards the start of each new year, our 
thoughts may turn to improving our health 
and making some positive dietary changes 
but the information available can often 
be conflicting and contradictory.  This is 
particularly the case when considering 
scientific studies as the basis for deciding 
on a fresh approach to healthy eating.   
Scientific research is a complex business 
and it can take many years and countless 
studies to uncover the true facts.  Moreover, 
it is easy for misinterpretations to occur 
so that the message that finds its way to 
the general public may not be completely 
accurate.  An article may cite a scientific 
study but that does not mean that the 
science will be of high quality.   In the 
quest to identify information that can be 
trusted, there are a number of elements 

that you should look for when assessing the 
information offered by a particular study.  
The European Food Information Council 
(EUFIC), which aims to provide accessible 
and actionable science-based information 
on food and health, offers some ways to 
spot sound science.  
  First, gather and consider all 
relevant studies on a particular topic as this 
will lower the chance of bias and provide 
the strongest available evidence.  Look 
at how large the sample of participants 
involved in the study is, as the more 
people involved, the more reliable and 
the more representative of the population 
the results are likely to be.  Consider how 
the participants were chosen – a random 
sampling of the population helps to 
avoid bias and is more likely to produce 

generalisable results.  The length of the 
study is important as longer-term studies 
tend to provide more realistic data than 
short-term studies.  Moreover, the study 
should ideally have a control group – 
participants that are not treated or subject 
to intervention – to compare with the 
group that is exposed to the treatment/
intervention as, otherwise, it is not possible 
to tell what caused the effect.   Finally, 
always be aware of sources of potential 
bias or conflicts of interest among those 
participating in or conducting the study to 
help determine how objective and reliable 
the results may be.  For more information 
on how to accurately assess scientific 
research, go to https://www.eufic.org/en/
understanding-science/.

How to spot sound science
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MONEY NEWS

Money News Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

Financial  
Attractiveness 

“Getting mortgage ready can take some 
time, so the sooner we begin to consider 
how attractive we are to lenders the better.”   

For the vast majority of us, owning our 
own home involves a lender funding this 
purchase.  In order to successfully engage 
a lender, we need to make ourselves 
attractive to that lender.  We need to 
understand what it is they are looking for. 
  The most obvious criteria the 
lender is looking for in a borrower is the 
ability to afford to make the monthly 
mortgage repayments.  It is for the 
borrower to prove that they can repay 
the required amount.  Borrowers must 
calculate what they are likely to be able to 
borrow before applying.  To do so, we must 
use the criteria set down by the Central 
Bank. 
  The Central Bank’s mortgage 
lending rules were introduced in early 2015 
and they dictate how much you are allowed 
borrow for a mortgage in relation to your 
income, as well as how much you are 
obliged to save and provide in the form of a 
deposit.  The ultimate aim of these rules is 
to ensure that banks and other lenders lend 
money sensibly.
  For anyone looking to get a 
mortgage, the very first thing they need 
to do is to make themselves familiar with 
the Central Bank’s mortgage lending rules 
to determine how much money they will 
be allowed to borrow in relation to their 
income and how much money they will 
need to provide upfront for a deposit. 
  The Central Bank’s mortgage 
lending rules include, firstly, the loan-to-
income rule. This rule restricts the loan-to-
income limit for a prospective buyer to 3.5 
times their annual income, regardless of 
how much they earn. 
  Secondly, lenders are restricted to 
the loan-to-value ratio, which refers to the 
percentage of the property’s value that you 
can borrow and how much of it you must 
pay for upfront in the form of a deposit.  
First-time buyers are allowed a maximum 
loan-to-value of 90%, which means they 
must provide a minimum deposit of 10% 
upfront for any property.  For second-time 

and subsequent buyers, this percentage 
rises to 20%. 
  Working within these rules, 
lenders will be looking at what a potential 
borrower is earning as well as outgoings 
and existing debts. Lenders will also 
conduct a 'stress test' to work out your 
ability to pay off your loan in the long 
run. These stress tests will also take into 
account the effect of possible interest-rate 
rises and changes to your lifestyle - for 
example, being made redundant, having a 
baby or taking a career break. 
  Lenders will check your credit 
rating and take your credit history into 
account on judging you as a potential 
borrower. If you have a poor credit rating, 
you should tackle it immediately to improve 
it. Firstly, ensure that your credit report 
is accurate and correct any mistakes by 
contacting the company that provided 
the incorrect information. Think carefully 
before applying for new credit. Each 
application will leave a footprint on your 
credit file, which will be visible to other 
lenders.  If you have been refused credit, 
it is best not to make an application for 
another loan or credit card immediately 
as numerous refusals over a short period 
might suggest to potential lenders that you 
are in financial difficulty.  This may make 
you less attractive to lenders.  Applying for 
credit immediately after changing jobs or 
moving house may not be best as lenders 
want evidence of stability. 
  Generally try to keep your credit 
usage low.  Lenders will not look only at 
your outstanding balances but at how 
much credit you have available.  Try to keep 
to under 50% of available credit on your 
credit cards. 
  Ensure that you have ended any 
financial associations with ex-partners. 
Joint accounts create a financial association 
between you and the other account holder. 
Lenders may then look at their credit report 
as well as yours when assessing your 
application, as their circumstances could 

affect your ability to make repayments. 
  Building a good credit history by 
showing you can repay on time and stay 
within the credit limits you have been given 
will make you ultimately more attractive 
to a lender.  Let your current account do 
the talking and pay all outgoings through 
your account, demonstrating how much 
you can pay out monthly and on time, 
preferably.  For example, paying rent 
monthly consistently can be useful to help 
lenders see you demonstrating financial 
responsibility.  This concept applies to all 
bills that are paid regularly.  Ideally, the 
lender wants to be able to tell the story of 
your life by examining only your current 
account statements. 
  In any mortgage application, 
the lower your debts the better.  Reducing 
personal loans and credit card debts 
as much as possible before making a 
mortgage application is wise.  Having the 
largest deposit available to you will also 
boost your application.  As noted above, 
currently, you need a 10% deposit if you 
are a first-time buyer and, alternatively, 
you are required to have a 20% deposit but 
anything greater than that will make you 
more attractive to lenders. 
  Getting mortgage ready can 
take some time, so the sooner we begin to 
consider how attractive we are to lenders 
the better. 
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New EU geo-blocking rules have recently come 
into force and are considered a great step 
forward for consumer protection.  These rules 
will prevent traders from discriminating against 
consumers trying to access goods and services 
within the EU based on nationality or place of 
residence. 
  The practice of geo-blocking occurs 
when a consumer wants to browse products 
or services on a trader’s website but is denied 
access. This can include the practice of 
re-routing the consumer to a country-specific 
version, which may display different products 
or prices.  Even when consumers can access 
their preferred site, they may be prohibited from 
successfully completing a transaction.
  The European Commission Digital 
Single Market strategy includes Regulation (EU) 
2018/302, which bans unjustified geo-blocking 
that restricts consumers’ ability to access a 
website or complete a purchase or that results 
in them being rerouted to a country-specific 
website or refused delivery or payment 
because of their location.  This new regulation 
will prevent this behaviour by prohibiting the 

practice of rerouting and banning unjustified 
discrimination in relation to payment methods. 
  The European Consumer Centre 
(ECC) Ireland is now the national contact point 
responsible for providing consumers with 
practical assistance and the Competition and 
Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC) has 
been designated as the body responsible for 
enforcement and monitoring compliance with 
the regulation in Ireland. 
  ECC Ireland has stated that its 
organisation has received numerous complaints 
in relation to geo-blocking in recent years. This 
new regulation has given all EU consumers 
equal rights to access a trader’s goods or 
services, under the same terms, irrespective 
of their location. This has greatly increased the 
choice available to consumers when shopping 
online and also improved price transparency. 
  While EU-based traders will no longer 
be permitted to refuse to sell to consumers 
based on their nationality or place of residence, 
the new rules do not require such traders to 
offer delivery of the goods to consumers who 
live in a different country.  Moreover, certain 

goods and services are currently excluded 
from the scope of the regulation, including 
audiovisual services such as video on demand 
and the provision of non-audiovisual copyright-
protected content services, such as e-books, 
online music, software and video games.

The End of Geo-Blocking

Switching Mortgage Provider

The Central Bank of Ireland is making it easier 
for consumers to switch their mortgage. 
For most of us, a home loan is our biggest 
financial commitment and one in five of us 
could save money by switching mortgage 
provider.  These savings could amount to 
thousands of euro over the lifetime of the 
mortgage and yet many of us do not switch.  
The reasons pointed to for consumers’ lack 
of switching include not realising how much 
money they could save.  Moreover, many find 

it difficult to compare mortgages or believe 
the process of switching is too complicated 
and/or takes too long. 
  The Central Bank is making it easier 
for consumers to switch mortgage providers 
by implementing new measures for lenders 
as of 1st January 2019.  Thus, from the start of 
this year, lenders must

• inform consumers about cheaper options 
60 days before they come out of a fixed-rate 
mortgage  

• tell consumers if they can switch to a 
cheaper mortgage based on how much 
equity is in their home

• explain in clear terms the pros and cons of 
any mortgage incentive, such as cash back 
offers 

• provide  borrowers with a comparison of 
how much one mortgage costs versus other 
options offered by the lender if the borrower 
were to request one
 
• provide borrowers with all the information 
they need to switch, including how long the 
process will take 

• give consumers a decision within ten 
working days of receiving a completed 

mortgage application 

  These requirements have 
been introduced to provide additional 
transparency and facilitate mortgage 
switching so that consumers can avail of 
the best offer available.  Following a public 
consultation process, the Central Bank 
introduced these changes to the Consumer 
Protection Code 2012.  The changes follow 
research carried out by the Central Bank from 
2015, which found that, based on the analysis 
of over half a million mortgages, up to 21% 
of borrowers could save money by switching.  
Of those mortgages that could save money 
by switching, around 16,000 could save over 
€1,000 in the first 12 months and around 
27,000 switchers have the potential to save 
more than €10,000 over the lifetime of the 
mortgage. 
  For many consumers, the legal 
fees associated with switching are a major 
deterrent. Many lenders, however, are 
offering cash incentives to cover these 
costs.  Most banks are offering cash back 
of 2-3% on mortgage value or a cash sum 
of €1,500-€3,000.   The mortgage interest 
rate is, however, the most important factor 
in the decision to switch.  The interest rate 
will be the key to determining whether you 
ultimately save money over the lifetime of 
the loan. 
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Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

The products featured on these pages have 
not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of 
Ireland and their inclusion here is not, in any way, an 
endorsement of them. 

Product/Tech  News

The unacceptable level of food waste is widely 
acknowledged to be a huge global problem 
but one German company is seeking to help 
reduce food waste figures with a mobile 
food scanner that will enable consumers and 
supermarket operators to test whether food 
items have gone bad.  The united Nations 
Food and Agricultural Association estimates 
that one third of all the food produced in 
the world is lost or wasted and, closer to 
home, government figures suggest that 
every household in Ireland contributes one 
tonne of food waste annually, amounting 
to a cost of between €400 and €1,000 a year 
per household in food that is thrown away.  
Sixty percent of this is avoidable food waste, 
including plate scrapings, leftovers, fruit and 
vegetables that have gone off and perishables 
that are past their use-by date.   We can all 
do a better job of avoiding food waste by 
not putting as much food on our plates and 
freezing and reusing leftovers but a device that 
would let us know if a food really has gone off 
or is still fine to eat would undoubtedly be of 
real benefit.
  Munich-based research firm 
Fraunhofer has developed an inexpensive 
pocket scanner that uses infrared sensors to 
determine the edibility and shelf life of foods 
at every point in their journey from farm to 
table.  The scanner shines an infrared beam on 
the food and the reflected light is measured 
across the IR spectrum.  This absorption 
spectrum from the food is then compared with 
that of a known sample and this allows the 
device to determine if the food is still edible 
and how ripe it is.  It can even tell if the food is 
a counterfeit, such as trout being passed off as 
salmon.
  The scanner only currently works 
on homogenous foods, so it can analyse 
a potato but not a pizza with multiple 
toppings – though further development will 
bring extended functionality in the future.  
Supermarket tests are due to start shortly to 
gauge what consumers think of the device 
and its potential for reducing the amount of 
perfectly good food that ends up in the bin. 

Many of us have become familiar with using 
our unique fingerprint to unlock our phones 
but South Korean company Hyundai now 
wants us to use the same method for unlocking 
its latest car models.  Hyundai has become 
the first car manufacturer to ditch keys or 
key fobs in favour of fingerprint scanning for 
opening the car door and its 2019 Santa Fe Suv 
incorporates fingerprint sensors into both the 
door lock and the ignition.   Drivers will simply 
have to place a finger on the sensor located 
in the door handle to unlock the vehicle and 
they can start the car by simply touching 
the ignition button on the dashboard.  
Moreover, the fingerprint carries additional 
information about the driver’s preferences 
and can customise the car interior accordingly, 
adjusting seating positions, side-view mirror 
angles and connectivity settings.   And because 
multiple people can register their fingerprints, 
the vehicle can recognise each individual driver 
based on the fingerprint and tweak the various 
settings as needed.  There are future plans 
to extend the adjustments to include cabin 
temperature and steering column positions. 
  Addressing security issues, the 
system uses capacitance recognition, which 
detects differences in the electricity levels 
in various parts of the fingertip in order to 
prevent forged entry via faked fingerprints.  
Hyundai claims that its fingerprint technology 
boasts a one in 50,000 chance of misreading 
somebody else’s fingerprints as your own and 
letting the wrong person gain access to your 
car.  According to the company, the system 
will continually improve its accuracy over time, 
refining its model of your fingerprints every 
time you use it.  Presumably there will be some 
back-up alternative provided in terms of a 
key fob or smartphone option but fingerprint 
technology could see a welcome end to the 
potential for losing your car keys.  The system 
will be available initially only in selected 
markets before being expanded to the rest of 
the world over time.

Throwing away the key
Pocket scanner to assess food 
freshness

Fraunhofer pocket-size food scanner
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In the world of consumer electronics, each 
new year begins with a major tradeshow 
held in Las Vegas in early January.  The 
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) attracts 
all the great and the good among consumer 
electronics manufacturers and developers, 
which, with the notable exception of Apple, 
flock to the vast exhibition space to show off 
their latest concepts and products.   The 2019 
International CES, which ran from January 8th 
to 11th, featured 4,400 exhibiting companies 
and attracted around 182,000 visitors from the 
industry from over 150 countries.  As we have 
seen in previous years, technology that seems 
positively futuristic when showcased on the 
exhibition floor at CES very often makes it to 
market and into our homes in a surprisingly 
short space of time.  However, there are also 
always some weird and wacky items on display 
that don’t quite make it out into the real world 
though are fun to view at the time.  Here is a 
rundown of some new products for around 
the home that were showcased this year and 
caught our attention.
  The television sector has traditionally 
made a big splash at CES events and we have 
seen over the years how these appliances have 
grown increasingly large and increasingly 
smart with ever-more-impressive screen 
resolution.  Ultra-high-definition or 4K 
resolution had only just started making it 
into our homes when Samsung launched its 
8K television, the Q9S, last year and Sony 
used CES 2019 to introduce its 8K offering for 
consumers.  Sony’s Z9G LCD TV comes in very 
sizeable dimensions, sporting 85-inch and 
98-inch screens on which to enjoy all the 33 
million pixels.  Mind you, while more 4K movies 
and programmes are becoming available, 
you might be waiting some time before there 
is much in the way of 8K content to watch.  
Joining the 8K bandwagon, Sharp showcased 
its 8K video camera aimed at consumers 
complete with a Micro Four Thirds sensor 
and lens mount and a five-inch display that is 
hinged at the side.  Specifications and pricing 
have yet to be finalised but it is expected to 

cost under $5,000 (€4,374 approx.).   
  Following on from its 
prototype last year, LG has further 
developed its rollable TV.  Mindful of 
the fact that today’s large-screen TVs 
are taking up huge amounts of space 
in consumers’ homes, LG has sought to 
address this problem by producing the 
LG Signature OLED TV R – a roll-up TV 
that can be used in three modes:  Full 
View, Line View or Zero View.   In Full View 
mode, the 65-inch screen is unfurled 
completely for normal TV viewing, 
whereas, with Line View, you only partially 
unroll the screen leaving a viewing ‘slot’ 

that displays features such as a clock/weather 
display, a music control interface or photos 
streamed from a paired smartphone.  The 
screen is completely retracted in Zero View 
but music and other audio content can still be 
played back through the brushed aluminium 
base unit’s sound system.   Keen to cater to 
all your entertainment needs, LG also showed 
off its latest CineBeam laser projector, which 
can display 4K content using your living room 
wall as a giant screen.  The second-generation 
CineBeam ultra short throw projector needs 
to sit only a couple of inches away from the 
wall and can throw up an ultra-high-resolution 
image measuring 90 inches diagonally.  
Moreover, by moving seven inches back 
from the wall or other flat surface, you will be 
able to increase the image size to 120 inches 
diagonally.
  The move to the Internet of Things 
has been much in evidence in previous years 
at CES, with smart technology incorporated 
into everything from baby monitors to tumble 
dryers.  In 2019, possibly inspired by such 
developments as interactive displays built 
into fridge freezer doors, GE Appliances 
has announced that its Kitchen Hub will be 
available to consumers from May 2019.  This 
smart home hub combines a ventilation cooker 
hood with a 27-
inch touchscreen 
that sits above to 
bring together 
control of all 
your smart home 
appliances.  As 
well as offering 
interconnectivity 
to other smart 
home products 
such as heating 
and lighting 
systems, you 
will be able to 
access apps like 
Spotify or Netflix 
so you can listen 

or watch as you cook and built-in Google 
Assistant means that you can use voice control 
when your hands are messy from preparing 
dinner.  With multiple cameras incorporated 
into the unit you can engage in live video chat 
as you cook or share snaps of your culinary 
creations.  However, some issues surround this 
new product, including whether you will want 
to spend so much time standing over your 
cooker staring at a screen inches from your 
face and how the sensitive technology will fare 
in terms of heat and water resistance not to 
mention the occasional splash of oil or grease.
  Pets were well catered for at CES 
2019, with two products worthy of mention.  To 
help cats in need of some healthful exercise, 
a smart treadmill was on offer on the show 
floor.  Dubbed the Little Cat, this is not the 
first hamster-wheel-type device that has been 
produced for underactive felines.  However, 
this one potentially has an added appeal in that 
it incorporates an LED light that flickers up the 
centre of the ring with the idea being that the 
cat will be unable to resist chasing the moving 
light, thereby providing the incentive your 
pet needs for getting on board and getting 
moving.  The device can be controlled through 
a smartphone app that lets you set different 
speeds and watch your cat through a live 
camera feed.  Moreover, the app also works like 
a fitness tracker, recording distances run and 
even customising exercise plans.  
  Looking to resolve an issue for 
owners of multiple pets who find that one 
animal steals food from another, Italian 
artificial intelligence firm Volta has developed 
the Mookie pet bowl. The Mookie features a 

front-facing wide-angle camera that sits 
above a bowl with a transparent lid that 
blocks access to the food inside.  The 
device has built-in facial recognition, so 
if an animal approaches and the Mookie 
determines that they are the ‘right’ dog 
or cat, then the bowl cover is drawn 
back allowing them to eat. The system 
works similarly to the face-unlock feature 
currently available on some smartphones.   
Via a smartphone app, pet owners can 
receive notifications and even videos when 
the animal has eaten and also alerts when 
the bowl is empty.  The product is due to 
become available from September 2019 
with pricing expected to be $189 (€165 
approx.).

CES 2019 
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Lifestyle / Non-geographic telephone numbers

‘Lo-call’ numbers are to see significant changes as ComReg 
moves to address the cost of using these numbers and make 
the pricing structure more transparent for consumers. 

Ringing the Changes – A new 
plan for ‘lo-call’ numbers

In our October 2017 issue of Consumer 
Choice, we reported on a review of so-called 
lo-call numbers that was being undertaken 
by the Commission for Communications 
Regulation (ComReg).  Several problems 
had been uncovered in relation to these 
numbers, more properly referred to as non-
geographic numbers (NGNs), particularly 
with regard to the consumer experience.  
Numbers with the prefixes 1800, 1850, 1890, 
0818, or 076 are used by many organisations 
and government bodies to provide services 
such as technical support or helplines to 
consumers.  However, a survey conducted by 
ComReg had revealed significant confusion 
among consumers in terms of the pricing 
structure involved in calling these different 
numbers and an overall perception that 
costs were high, deterring consumers from 
using NGNs.   Following a review and public 
consultation, ComReg has published a plan 
that seeks to address the cost of using these 
numbers as well as tackling the confusion 

among consumers about the differences 
between them.

The problems 
NGNs are used by numerous organisations 
in Ireland to provide a range of voiced-based 
services to consumers, including helplines 
and advice lines.  unlike most phone 
numbers in Ireland, which come with a 
prefix to denote the geographical region in 
which the number is based – for example, 01 
for Dublin and 021 for Cork – NGNs are not 
linked to a specific geographic location and 
are used by organisations and businesses 
primarily to offer a single memorable number 
for consumers to access their services.  
ComReg has found evidence showing that 
NGNs serve a valued purpose for which there 
is a demand but that the current structure of 
the NGN platform is causing significant harm 
for Irish consumers.
  The chief problem is that most 
consumers cannot tell the different NGNs 

apart and have no real idea of what they 
will be charged when calling the various 
numbers.   For example, whereas 1800 
numbers are free to call from a landline 
or mobile number with the organisation 
being called footing the bill, 1850 numbers 
have a fixed charge per call that is shared 
by the organisation and the caller and 1890 
numbers have a charge per minute that 
is again shared.  Moreover, with 0818 and 
076 numbers, both of which are accessible 
internationally, the caller pays a fixed charge 
per minute.  Given the various pricing 
options, it is not surprising that consumers 
in general find it hard to estimate the cost 
of dialling an NGN.  In addition, many 
consumers have experienced ‘bill shock’ 
on occasion from calling an NGN given that 
retail tariffs for some of these numbers can 
be high, especially when the consumer is 
calling from a mobile phone.  It is a particular 
problem also that most NGN calls are not 
included in the typical monthly ‘bundle of 

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
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call minutes’ that is now the most common 
type of subscription package offered by 
Irish telecommunications service providers.  
Consumers may be unclear on the exact 
pricing of NGNs but because they know that 
some of them can be very costly and they do 
not know which ones, they frequently opt 
to either not call them at all or else they do 
so reluctantly when there is no alternative 
given.  Such consumer distrust has had the 
effect of reducing the volume of NGN calls 
over time and, as a result, Irish organisations 
are less inclined to offer NGN-based call 
lines for customers.  Moreover, some major 
Irish organisations, including Revenue, have 
begun to move away from using NGNs due to 
the volume of complaints received about the 
cost of calling these numbers.  This situation, 
if it continues, is likely to lead to a point 
where NGNs are no longer viable.  In light 
of this, ComReg is undertaking measures to 
break this downward spiral for NGNs and 
to restore consumer trust and confidence 
in the platform.  The aim is to significantly 
improve the functioning of the NGN platform 
both for the benefit of Irish consumers who 
access services using NGNs and for the many 
businesses, charities and public bodies that 
provide these services.

The plan
To address the two chief problems of 
consumer confusion surrounding NGNs and 
the cost of using these numbers, ComReg has 
introduced two measures:  

1. A geo-linking condition is to be established 
that will mean that from 1st December 2019, 
a call to an 1850, 1890, 0818 or 076 NGN will 
cost no more than a call to a landline number.  
Moreover, if landline calls are included in 
your bundle of call minutes from your service 

provider, then NGN calls will be included in 
this bundle.  Thus, you will not have to pay a 
separate charge for calling an NGN number 
unless you have exceeded your call minutes 
for the month.  As currently, there will 
continue to be no charge to the consumer 
for using the 1800 number.  The 12-month 
period for the implementation of geo-linking 
is provided to give operators enough time to 
update their billing and back-end systems.

2. The NGNs are to be consolidated down 
from five numbers currently to just two from 
1st January 2022.  The 1850, 1890, 076 ranges 
will be withdrawn, leaving the 0818 range 
along with the 1800 Freephone number.  
The three-year period is provided to allow 
organisations that use NGNs time to make 
the necessary adjustments, though ComReg 
hopes that service providers will act early and 
choose a new 0818 or 1800 NGN that best 
meets their needs.

  Thus, in the short term, the 
introduction of geo-linked pricing from 1st 
December 2019 will at least ensure that the 
cost of calling 1850, 1890, and 076 NGNs will 
be reasonable and these numbers will be 
phased out over the next three years in order 
to streamline the overall NGN platform down 
to just two numbers – 0818 and 1800.   A 
simplified, consumer-friendly platform that 
is easy to understand will serve to increase 
consumer engagement, bringing benefits to 
the platform and to service providers also.  
  ComReg notes the importance 
of communicating these improvements 
effectively to consumers to eliminate the 
confusion that currently surrounds these 
numbers.  It is important that clear and easily 
understandable information on NGN tariffs 
is made readily available as consumers are 
entitled to know how much they will be 
charged for calling NGNs and how NGNS will 
be treated under bundles. ComReg takes 
the view that if consumers are properly 
informed, they will be more likely to use 
NGNs, which will benefit service providers 
using NGNs and operators.  Thus, it is in the 
best interests of service providers to promote 
the new pricing message to instil confidence 
in their customers and ComReg also plans 
to initiate an information campaign that 
highlights the changes and their benefits for 
both consumers and service providers.  A key 
message is that 1800 numbers will continue 
to be free to all callers from all networks 
as ComReg research shows that many 
consumers are currently unaware of this.  
  ComReg is also to publish a 
further consultation on NGN wholesale 
charges, which affect organisations using 

NGNs for providing services to consumers, 
particularly in terms of the 1800 Freephone 
number, with ComReg research showing 
that many organisations consider the costs 
to be prohibitive.  Any decision on wholesale 
charges would take effect on 1st December 
2019 at the same time as the geo-linking 
condition.   The Consumers’ Association of 
Ireland welcomes the announcement of the 
NGN changes that will have the effect of 
reducing what had been, in certain instances, 
outrageously high charges to consumers and 
to ultimately bring clarity to this area, which 
has been mired in confusion for too long.  

Useful contact

Commission for Communications 
Regulation
Dockland Central, 
1 Guild St, North Dock, 
Dublin, 
D01 E4X0

www.comreg.ie
tel: 01 804 9668
email: consumerline@comreg.ie
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LIFESTYLE / Hiring trade professionals 

When it comes to bigger jobs around the home, we often have to turn 
to a skilled trade professional.  But what should consumers look out 
for and what rights do they have if things don’t go to plan?

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

At a glance
• Choosing a trade professional
• Quotes and payment
• Consumer rights

When DIY Won’t Do.... 
Consumer advice on hiring 
trade professionals

With the promise of spring around the corner, 
our thoughts may be turning to getting some 
home improvements done or tackling those 
niggling jobs around the house and we may 
need to look at hiring a trade professional, 
such as a builder, plumber, electrician or 
painter.   As a consumer, what can you expect 
when you employ a professional to do work on 
your home, what should you check for before 
entering into an agreement and what can you 
do if things go wrong?  Consumer Choice has 
tips and advice for consumers for every stage 
of the process.

How should I start?
When it comes to home improvements, 
making everything clear from the outset 
should help to avoid problems along the 
way.  So, first, you should consider what 
you want done and what you want the final 
result to look like, especially when it comes 
to bigger jobs like building extensions, 
home renovations or landscaping/gardening 
projects.  Collecting photos or pictures of what 
you have in mind to show the prospective 
contractor can be very helpful.  Having clear 
ideas and guidelines for the tradesperson you 
engage should help to minimise conflict down 

the line.  A common problem that consumers 
undertaking home improvements encounter 
is underestimating the amount of money they 
will need.  Some online research should help 
you to get an idea of the costs involved in the 
type of project you have in mind.  using this 
information, you will need to determine your 
budget and what you can afford to spend.  You 
should make sure to stay within these costs 
and avoid unintended overspending.  If you 
will need a loan, take time to shop around 
for the best interest rates available and have 
the loan in place before entering into an 
agreement.  Then you can start your search for 
a company or tradesperson to carry out the 
work you have in mind.

How can I choose the best 
person for the job?
As with any substantial consumer purchase, it 
is very important to take some time to do your 
research before engaging a tradesperson to 
work on your home.  Allowing a tradesperson 
into your property can feel quite intimidating 
and you will want to be sure that you are 
making the right choice.  You will need to 
be reassured that whoever you engage will 
have the appropriate skills to carry out the 
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work to a high standard and that they have 
a proven reputation for delivering customer 
satisfaction.  This is particularly important 
when undertaking a major project like a home 
extension or attic conversion but the same 
principles apply whatever the size of the task, 
be it window replacements, plumbing work, 
roof repairs and so on.
  A preliminary search can be done 
online to see if there are any reviews for the 
company or tradesperson but these should 
not necessarily be taken at face value given 
the prevalent problem of fake reviews.  Often, 
the best way to find a promising lead is to 
ask friends or neighbours for anyone they 
can recommend as having done good work 
for them in the past. Particularly with bigger 
jobs, it is vital to ask prospective contractors 
for references and to check these references 
out.  A consumer should not be embarrassed 
to request references and a trustworthy trade 
professional should be happy to provide them.  
A consumer should call past clients and, where 
possible, visit and view previous work by the 
potential contractor and ask previous clients 
about their experience of getting the job 
done.
  As well as checking out past work 
and professional reputation, a consumer 
should also ensure that any prospective 
contractor or trade professional is properly 
registered.  If you are dealing with a company, 
you can check that it is registered with the 
Companies Registration Office.  Membership 
of a trade association generally denotes that 
the company or tradesperson adheres to 
certain standards of quality and a wide range 
of crafts and trade professions are covered 
by the National Guild of Master Craftsmen 
so an affiliation here can provide further 
reassurance that the work will be of good 
quality.  Moreover, it is vital that all gas or 
electrical work is carried out only by qualified 
professionals, and electricians or gas installers 
should be registered with the Registered 
Electrical Contractors Ireland (RECI) or Register 
of Gas Installers Ireland (RGII) as appropriate.  
  Before engaging any tradesperson 
to carry out work on your premises, you 
should ensure that they have the necessary 
public liability insurance, which will provide 
cover in the event that an accident occurs.  You 
should ask to see the insurance certificate and 
also check that the contractor is insured for 
any damage to your property that they may 
cause.  Where a trade professional supplies 
a mobile phone number, it is recommended 
that you make sure there is also a landline 
and a business address where they may be 
contacted.

Should I engage a tradesperson 
who calls to the door?
It may be tempting to engage someone who 
knocks on your door touting their services 

for roofing or gardening work, for example. 
They may point out that they have noticed 
you have a need, such as a loose roof slate 
or overgrown trees, and offer their services 
immediately as they are in the area.  However, 
engaging someone on the spot is not ideal 
as it gives you no time to do your homework 
and carry out some research on the person or 
company with whom you will be contracting.  
In most doorstep sales, you have a 14-day 
cooling-off period in which you are free to 
change your mind about your purchase.  This 
is the generally the case if you buy goods on 
the doorstep and if the cost is over €50 then 
you must be given a written cancellation 
form and cancellation notice.  However, the 
cooling-off period does not apply if work has 
already been commenced or carried out as this 
work cannot then be undone.   unless the job 
is relatively minor and not too costly, engaging 
someone who has called to the door to carry 
out work then and there is not recommended.  
Instead, it is prudent not to make a decision 
on the spot and to take time to consider 
the matter, checking out any references or 
recommendations that the tradesperson can 
provide and determining if you really need the 
job done.

Why should I get a quote?
It is important that the consumer only enters 
into a contract with the full knowledge of 
what the total cost will be.   For this reason, the 
consumer should obtain a quote, which many 
companies and tradespeople are happy to 
provide free of charge.  However, sometimes 
there is a charge for getting a quote so make 
sure to check this beforehand.  You can get 
a number of quotes in order to compare the 
offerings of different contractors but the 
cheapest quote may not be the best choice 
as you will need to consider other factors, 
such as the quality of any materials used and 
the projected timescale for completion of the 
work.  Consumers should ask for a breakdown 
of costs within the quote so they can see 
where the money is being allocated to enable 
them to make a fully informed decision.  
The consumer needs to be sure to request a 

quote rather than an estimate.  An estimate 
will give you a rough idea of the cost but it 
is not legally binding and it could change as 
the project develops, often rising rather than 
falling.  In contrast, a written quote is a legally 
binding agreement as to the cost unless key 
features or specifics of the project change.  
The quote should lay out as much detail as 
possible so that there is less room for dispute 
as the project progresses.  To avoid problems 
later on, a consumer should also always 
confirm if the total cost is inclusive or exclusive 
of value Added Tax (vAT).  It can come as a 
nasty surprise if a vAT rate of 13.5% is added to 
what the consumer understood to be the final 
price, so it is best to clarify the situation at the 
outset. 

What about payment?
Ideally, a consumer should only have to 
pay the full amount when the work has 
been completed to their satisfaction.  Many 
contractors will, however, seek partial 
payment upfront to cover the costs of 
materials that need to be bought in advance.   
In this instance, it is reasonable to agree a 
series of staged payments whereby the sum 
is paid in instalments as the work progresses.  
An example of a payment schedule where 
materials need to be purchased in advance 
might be as follows:

• Up to 30% of the total cost upfront,
• Payment up to 50%,
• Payment up to 80%,
• The remaining 20% to be paid only when 
the entire job is completed and agreed and 
the customer is happy with the final result.

  Generally speaking, any deposits 
paid are considered to be non-refundable so 
be aware that if you pay a deposit and then 
change your mind about getting the work 
done, you may not be able to get your money 
back.  Thus, it is best to be sure that you will 
definitely want to go ahead with the project 
before parting with your money.  Where 
possible, deposits should be paid with a credit 
card as, if the contractor goes out of business 
or the service is never provided, it may be 
possible to request a chargeback from your 
bank and not be out of pocket.  Consumers 
should generally avoid making payments in 
cash as these cannot be traced and the lack of 
contractual paperwork can make it difficult to 
pursue issues should any arise.  As with most 
purchases, consumers need to ask for a receipt 
and store this safely as proof of payment.

Why do I need a contract?
A verbal agreement is as legally binding as 
a written contract but, particularly for larger 
jobs, having the agreement in print is an 
invaluable reference point if disagreement 
arises along the way.  The contract should 
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include a detailed description of the work that 
will be done, the agreed payment schedule, 
and the start and finish dates.  Any other 
stipulations you may have, such as the disposal 
of any waste generated by the work, should 
also be outlined.   It is also advisable to clarify 
beforehand who will be responsible for any 
aftercare that may be required for materials 
provided, such as doors, windows or kitchen 
units.  This will generally be the contractor 
unless the consumer has sourced these items 
separately themselves.
  As always, consumers should never 
sign a contract without taking the time to 
wade through the small print and become 
aware of the terms and conditions to make 
sure they are happy with them.  For substantial 
building work, such as home extensions, 
consumers should consider asking a solicitor 
to check through the contract and the fee 
involved may prove to be money well spent.

What rights do I have if things 
don’t go to plan?
The legislation governing this area is 
contained in the Sale of Goods and Supply of 
Services Act 1980.  Whenever you enter into an 
agreement or sign a contract for the supply of 
a service, a number of things are implied.  

• Firstly, it is understood that the supplier has 
the appropriate skills needed to provide the 
service.  

• Second, the supplier should provide the 
service with all the necessary skill as well as 
taking the proper care and diligence.  

• Where materials are used, these should be of 
good quality and fit for the purpose for which 
they are required.  

• Lastly, where goods are supplied under the 
contract, these should be of ‘merchantable’ 

quality, meaning that they are usable for the 
purpose for which they were bought and of 
acceptable quality as is reasonable to expect 
having regard to the price charged.
  
  Thus, if you engage a trade 
professional, you have a right to expect that 
they will be appropriately qualified and skilled 
and will undertake their work carefully and 
conscientiously.  Any materials provided by the 
trade professional must be up to the job and of 
good quality.  If any of these conditions are not 
met, you will have the right to seek a remedy.  
Good and regular communication with the 
contractor is key to ensuring that the project 
stays on track and that the consumer is 
happy with how everything is progressing.  
Consumers should make sure to raise any 
issues with the contractor as they occur and 
be clear on what they had expected and how 
the issue could be resolved.  In the event that 
it transpires that any additional work needs 
doing, it is important to agree this and the 
extra cost in writing so that everyone is clear 
on what has been decided.
  unfortunately, it can happen 
that, when the project comes to an end, the 
consumer is left unhappy with the work done.  
The consumer may feel that the tradesperson 
did not provide the service to the expected 
standard or that due care and diligence, as 
outlined in the legislation, was not taken.   
Alternatively, the consumer may feel that the 
job was not completed as had been agreed 
or that the materials used were not fit for 
purpose.  Consumers who are dissatisfied 
with the service or materials provided are 
entitled to have the situation remedied.  In 
the first instance, they should explain the 
problem to the contractor and hopefully reach 
an agreement as to how it can be resolved.  
A solution may be that the contractor will 
return to rectify or complete the work or 
that they issue a refund or a reduction in the 
overall cost.  In the unfortunate event that 
the contractor refuses to provide a remedy, 
then the consumer can use the Small Claims 
procedure to try to resolve the issue.  The 
Small Claims procedure may only be used for 
claims involving less than €2,000, which can 
rule out larger building jobs that will have 
cost rather more.  However, if only one aspect 
of the job is in dispute – for example, a fitted 
kitchen in which the cabinet doors are faulty – 
it may be possible to bring the claim under the 
€2,000 threshold.  For claims involving sums in 
excess of €2,000, a consumer may need to seek 
independent legal advice on how to pursue 
the contractor for a remedy.

Useful contacts

Companies Registration Office 
tel  01 804 5200
www.cro.ie

National Guild of Master Craftsmen 
tel 01 473 2543
www.nationalguild.ie

Registered Electrical Contractors Ireland 
(RECI)
tel 01 492 9966
www.safeelectric.ie

Register of Gas Installers Ireland (RGII)
tel 01 499 7998
www.rgii.ie
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Consumer Choice investigates some of the top 
tax credits and reliefs that go unclaimed every 
year and that may be applicable to you.

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes 

At a glance
• Everyday expenses
• Medical expenses
• Pensions

Making Tax Savings 

to and from work.   If your employer is 
participating in this scheme, it can purchase 
a monthly or annual travel pass for your use 
on the bus, train, Luas, Dart and ferry.  The 
cost is then generally deducted from the 
employee’s salary and savings can add up 
to between 28.5% and 52% off the regular 
price of the travel pass depending on the 
ticket type and the employee’s tax band.  The 
Cycle to Work Scheme is a similar initiative 
that seeks to encourage people to cycle to 
and from work by providing tax relief.  under 
the scheme, participating employers can pay 
for bicycles and safety equipment for their 
employees, who then pay the employer back 
through an agreed salary arrangement.  As 
the money is deducted from the employee’s 
gross salary, they will not have to pay tax, uSC 
or PRSI on the repayments.  The maximum 
cost qualifying for relief is €1,000 and safety 
equipment - such as helmets, lights, mirrors 
and reflective clothing - is covered.  So, for 
example, if your employer purchases a bicycle, 
helmet and lights for a total of €1,000 on your 
behalf, the net cost to you is €480, assuming 
40% tax, 8% uSC, and 4% PRSI. 

Flat-rate expenses
In terms of other work-related reliefs, certain 
types of employment have flat-rate expense 
allowances that attach to them.  These flat-rate 
expenses apply to a wide range of trades and 
professions and are generally designed to 
cover uniforms or clothing for the job in hand, 
tools that may be needed or subscriptions to 

industry bodies that are required.  Examples 
of these relief amounts include €121 for shop 
workers, €93 for those employed in the bar 
trade, up to €381 for journalists and €733 for 
nurses who must supply and launder their 
own uniforms.  The flat rate has typically been 
negotiated between Revenue and trade union 
officials with all employees in that group then 
covered and able to claim the agreed tax 
deduction in their own tax credits.  No receipts 
are required for these expense allowances.  
You can submit your claim through MyAccount 
by completing a Form 12 for the relevant 
year and adding it as a tax credit.  Revenue is 
currently carrying out a review of the flat-rate 
expense allowances, with the implementation 
of any changes arising from the review not 
expected until 1st January 2020.  You can 
view the flat-rate expenses applicable to 
different employment groups at https://www.
revenue.ie/en/personal-tax-credits-reliefs-and-
exemptions/documents/flat-rate-expenses.
pdf.

Medical and dental expenses
When you pay medical expenses for yourself 
or for others, a relief may be claimed as a tax 
credit on those medical expenses.  When you 
pay medical expenses for another person, that 
person does not have to be your relation - you 
simply have to have paid their expenses.   
Expenses that qualify for this relief include 
doctors’ visits, consultants’ fees, prescription 
medicine, physiotherapy and routine 
maternity care.  In some cases, expenses 

It may be that we don't know what reliefs are 
available to reduce our tax bills; perhaps we 
are unsure as to whether we would qualify; 
or maybe the thought of dealing with the 
process through Revenue is putting us off - but 
a massive amount of tax credits and reliefs go 
unclaimed every year.   Tax reliefs are often 
introduced to encourage particular behaviours 
or to support education and healthcare, and 
improvements in Revenue’s technology have 
made it easier and less daunting to claim tax 
back.  
  Some credits, like PAYE tax credit, 
are given automatically but others must be 
claimed for separately.  To begin saving on tax, 
PAYE workers can register on Revenue’s online 
system known as MyAccount.  This provides 
facilities to claim tax credits and reliefs and 
submit tax returns.  It is aimed primarily at 
PAYE taxpayers.  For others, including those 
that are self-employed, there is the Revenue 
Online System (ROS). 
  Tax refunds and credits can be 
claimed back for up to four years prior but 
it won’t be possible to secure refunds for 
payments made longer ago than this.  Below 
is a rundown of some of the reliefs that 
go unclaimed each year and that may be 
applicable to you. 

Commuting expenses
You can save on the cost of your commute 
to work by availing of a Tax Saver Commuter 
Ticket.   The idea of the scheme is to incentivise 
people to use public transport for getting 

Money/Tax savings 
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incurred abroad may qualify.  The tax credit is 
20% of the amount of the medical expenses 
incurred and this only applies if you have not 
been reimbursed already – you, therefore, 
include in your claim the balance after any 
reimbursement or refund received by you 
from a private health insurer. 
  In order to make this claim using 
MyAccount, you enter the amount incurred in 
a particular tax year.  Remember that you can 
make claims for the last four years. You do not 
need to send in receipts but you must keep all 
receipts and have them available for six years 
after the claim as Revenue may seek them at 
a later date. There is an App known as RevApp 
that allows you to keep a digital record of 
receipts - you can store these receipts on your 
own device or in Revenue cloud storage so you 
don't need to keep your paper copies. 
  Included in your medical expenses 
claim, you can insert some dental treatments. 
Non-routine treatments such as crowns, 
veneers and orthodontics qualify but, 
unfortunately, routine procedures like check-
ups and fillings are not eligible expenses.  Your 
dentist can provide you with the required form 
MED 2, which sets out the treatments that 
benefit from the relief.  This relief comes by 
way of a tax credit equal to 20% of what you 
pay minus any reimbursements.  You must 
keep this form MED 2 as Revenue may request 
it to verify your claim.  By way of example, if 
you have spent €500 on a veneer within the 
last four years, you can claim tax relief of €100.
  If you pay nursing home costs for 
yourself or another person, you can claim 
tax relief at your highest rate of income tax 
(40%).  You must be paying to a home that 
provides 24-hour nursing care on site.  This 
can be claimed as part of your general medical 
expenses claim.  Any money paid over and 
above the Fair Deal Scheme is also eligible at 
your highest rate of income tax. 

Education costs
Paying for your own education or paying for 
someone else's means you may be able to 
claim tax relief of up to 20% of tuition fees paid 
in respect of third-level colleges.   However, 
the fees must be fully paid and must not 
exceed €7,000 per annum per student.  If fees 
are paid in installments, tax relief can still be 
claimed when full payment has been made.  

Relief cannot be claimed on administration, 
registration or examination aspects of fees but 
covers tuition fees only.  If part of the tuition 
fee is funded by a grant, scholarship or by an 
employer, relief is not available.  There is an 
annual disregard amount of up to €3,000.  This 
applies to each claim rather than each course 
and this may be relevant if you are paying 
tuition fees for more than one student as 
you will only need to subtract the disregard 
amount once.  Revenue publishes a list of 
colleges and courses eligible for this relief on 
www.revenue.ie.  To claim on MyAccount, 
complete Form 12 tax return for the year 
you wish to claim for.   As with other claims, 
receipts must be kept for six years. 

Carer tax credits
One of the most common unclaimed credits 
for jointly-assessed couples who have children 
and where only one spouse is working is the 
home carer tax credit.  It is now worth up 
to €1,500 and can be availed of for the last 
four years.  This credit also applies when one 
spouse works in the home caring for a person 
aged over 65 years or someone who has a 
disability.   For parents or guardians of a child 
who is physically or mentally incapacitated, 
the incapacitated child tax credit of up to 
€3,300 is available.  You can claim the credit for 
more than one child and this is in addition to 
any relief for medical expenses that you may 
have incurred for the child.
  Tax relief is also available if you 
employ a carer to take care of a family 
member who is totally incapacitated.  In these 
circumstances, you are entitled to a deduction 
against your income tax paid of up to €75,000 
at your highest rate of taxation.  Where this 
cost is shared by a number of family members, 
each member can claim in proportion to the 
amount contributed.   To claim these carer tax 
credits and reliefs, you can use MyAccount 
or make a claim on your tax return and some 
additional forms will need to be completed in 
some cases. 

Pensions and investments
under the Employment and Investment 
Incentive (EII) Scheme, investors can receive 
an income tax deduction on risk investments 
of up to €150,000 a year in companies that 
qualify.   You initially get tax relief on your 
investment at 30% with a further 10% 
top-up relief available if the company meets 
employment or research and development 
targets.  Companies need to meet a number of 
detailed conditions to qualify for this scheme 
and investors can claim income tax relief on 
the amount invested provided they keep the 
shares for a minimum of four years.   You can 
apply for relief under the EII Scheme through 
MyAccount or on ROS.
  Whether you are self-employed 
or an employee, pensions are one of the 

most tax-efficient investments you can 
make.  Premiums paid by an employee to a 
Revenue-approved pension scheme or by a 
self-employed person under a Retirement 
Annuity Contract (RAC) are allowed as an 
income tax deduction in the calculation of an 
individual’s income tax liability.
  The pension deduction is 
particularly valuable because it gives relief at 
the individual’s top rate of income tax.  There 
are various restrictions, however, and the 
maximum allowable deduction depends on 
both your age and your earnings.  Moreover, 
there are special rules for calculating the 
earnings limits with an annual earnings 
cap of €115,000 generally applying.   When 
it comes to pension planning, individuals 
need to obtain professional advice to 
suit their circumstances and develop an 
appropriate strategy for their retirement.  The 
process of applying for tax relief on pension 
contributions depends on the type of scheme 
you are entering and you may need to 
consult a pension adviser.  Generally, for PAYE 
taxpayers enrolled in occupational schemes, 
tax relief is applied through payroll.

Making tax savings
It is reported that an approximate €800 million 
in tax credits goes unclaimed in Ireland every 
year. If your P60 for last year has arrived, check 
that you have the full amount of tax credits 
and the tax band you are entitled to.  Every 
employee who earns more than €8,250 per 
year should have two tax credits included on 
their P60.  This includes a personal tax credit of 
€1,650 and also a PAYE tax credit in the same 
amount.  Next you should consider if you 
would be eligible for any tax credits or reliefs 
that you are not currently claiming or if you 
should have claimed for any credits or reliefs 
in the last four years.  Don’t let time run out 
– make sure to claim any entitlements rather 
than leave refunds that are due to you in the 
hands of Revenue.  
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Whether you are looking to do a quick hoover around or get 
stuck into a thorough spring clean, a great vacuum cleaner 
can speed up the process.  Consumer Choice has eight Choice 
Buys that will freshen up your floors with the minimum of 
effort.  

vacuum cleaners on the market today can 
appeal with their sleek designs, cool colour 
range and impressive sounding credentials 
but the important thing is how well they clean 
and if they will suit your particular needs.   Eu 
regulations that took effect in 2017 have had 
the intended and welcome effect of making 
vacuum cleaners on the market more energy 
efficient and significantly quieter.   Since 1st 
September 2017, the wattage of any vacuum 
cleaner manufactured or sold in the Eu must 
be no more than 900W, down from a previous 
maximum of 1600W, and the noise level was 
also restricted to no more than 80dB.   There 
had been concerns that limiting the power 
levels of vacuum cleaners would reduce 
cleaning ability but independent product 
testing has repeatedly shown that higher 
power levels are not necessarily associated 
with superior cleaning performance and 
that 900W machines can be capable of more 
impressive dust and dirt removal than models 
with motors that are double or nearly triple 
that size.  Thus, consumers should see no loss 
of performance levels by switching to a more 
energy-efficient vacuum cleaner but they 

should enjoy a reduction in their electricity 
bills.  The key is to choose a vacuum cleaner 
that will suit your specific requirements.

Vacuum cleaner types and 
trends
Our current eight Choice Buys are evenly 
divided between cylinder and upright 
models.   Cylinder vacuum cleaners are 
typically lighter than uprights, which is useful 
if you have to haul them up and down stairs 
for tackling the different floors in your home.  
Cylinders also tend to be more convenient for 
vacuuming the stairs themselves – though 
balancing even smaller cylinder models on 
steps can be challenging.  As a result, it can 
be useful to look instead for an appliance 
with a long and flexible hose so that most 
of the vacuuming can be done up the stair 
case with the machine positioned safely 
on the floor just below.  Although upright 
vacuum cleaners are heavier to lift than 
cylinder models, they often require less effort 
to control and move around and can make 
vacuuming more manageable if you have 
difficulty with bending.  Ideally, you should 

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue 

At a glance
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• Previous Choice Buys
• Eight new Choice Buys

try out a model in the shop before purchase 
to see how it handles and to test how heavy 
it is to lift and manoeuvre.  As manufacturers 
have sought to increase cleaning power, some 
vacuum cleaners today have such powerful 
suction that they can prove a challenge to 
push for the averagely fit individual, especially 
on thick carpet, so make sure you will be 
able to adjust power settings easily to vary 
the suction to a suitable level for different 
flooring types.  Many of us have a mixture of 
floor types in our homes and, when choosing 
a vacuum cleaner, though some models offer 
different heads for different flooring, another 
useful feature to look for is adjustable head 
height, where you can vary the height of the 
bristles on the cleaning head to match the 
length of the carpet pile you are working on 
or for hard surfaces.  
  Among our current Choice Buys is 
only one bagged model, the Miele Complete 
C3 Total Solution Powerline, with the other 
recommended models all offering internal 
bins that house the dust until they are 
emptied.  Manufacturers of these bagless 
models tout their benefits, chiefly that they 

PRODUCT TESTS / Vacuum Cleaners                                                   

Vacuum Cleaners                                                         
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eliminate the expense and inconvenience of 
seeking out and buying the specific bag type 
needed for your vacuum cleaner.  This is true 
certainly, but bagged models have one key 
advantage over bagless models in that they 
are much easier to empty.  With most models, 
you simply pull on a tag to seal the dust-filled 
bag and remove it in its entirety to toss into 
the household bin.   In contrast, although 
an environmentally friendly option, bagless 
models can cause difficulties for those with 
asthma or dust allergies as emptying the 
dust from the container can be a messy 
business with the potential for dust clouds 
to be created.  In an effort to circumvent this 
problem, some Miele vacuum cleaners sport 
the manufacturer’s new bagless technology 
that separates coarse debris from finer dust 
into two compartments within the machine.  
The aim is to minimise the dust clouds that 
can rise when releasing contents into the 
main household bin, which is done with 
a single click of a button.  For those with 

dust sensitivities, it is a good idea to empty 
a bagless vacuum cleaner outdoors where 
possible and allergy sufferers keen on a 
bagless model should look for a machine 
with good capacity in the dust container to 
minimise the frequency with which it will 
need to be emptied.
  In addition, with most bagless 
models, the main filter will need to be 
cleaned or replaced, though the Dyson 
Cinetic range does away with filters 
altogether, claiming instead to trap fine dust 
through its ‘cyclonic’ action.   Despite some 
drawbacks, bagless vacuum cleaners are 
seeing continued growth and this is again 
reflected in our current test with seven out of 
our eight Choice Buys ditching bags.
  Pet hair can present a particular 
vacuuming challenge so pet owners should 
look for machines with turbo heads that use 
a rotating brush driven by a small turbine 
powered by the air sucked into the machine.  
Turbo heads do sterling work in removing pet 

hair but will need to be regularly cleaned of 
fibres and hairs that become tightly wrapped 
around the brush.  uK manufacturer Dyson 
touts its new ‘quick-release, tangle-free 
turbine tool’ as going some way toward 
eliminating this problem by using counter-
rotating brush heads that work to remove 
hair from carpets and upholstery but with no 
brush bar for the hair to wrap around, doing 
away with the need for regular detangling. 
  Those with a lot of floor space 
to cover should look for a vacuum cleaner 
with a long cord and overall reach so they 
don’t have to change plug sockets too often 
when vacuuming their home.  The amount 
of storage space you have can also dictate 
the type of vacuum cleaner you buy, with 
cylinder models generally less bulky than 
uprights for tidying away – though the hose 
section can sometimes be tricky to store 
neatly.  
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Those in the market for a bagged vacuum cleaner can consider 
the Miele option below or they can look to last year’s test in our 
December 2017/January2018 issue, as both of the bagged models 
recommended then remain available in shops and are relatively 
attractively priced.  An affordable option priced at €100, the Hoover 
Enigma TE70EN21001 is a cylinder vacuum cleaner that does not cut 
corners when it comes to cleaning performance and particularly 
impresses with its ability to extricate dirt from deep crevices, such 
as between floorboards.  It struggles a little with lifting larger pieces 
of debris, but allergy sufferers will appreciate its proficiency at 
retaining all fine particles inside the machine, with very little dust 
released back into the atmosphere.  Bag capacity is decent at 1.8 
litres; operating reach is reasonable at nearly 9 metres; and this 
machine is easier than most to balance on the stairs.   Pet owners in 
particular may like to consider the Numatic Harry HHR200, priced 
at €160, which, as well as delivering an all-round great cleaning 
performance, includes a turbo brush floor tool for effortlessly lifting 
debris and hair from carpets and an activated charcoal filter aimed 
at minimising any odours that pets can create.  In addition, its 
allergen retention is first-rate and this easy-to-use vacuum cleaner 
makes very little noise as it operates.  Moreover, bag capacity is an 
extremely generous 4.1 litres and the operating reach of almost 13 
metres means that you won’t have to change sockets often.  On 
the less positive side, this is a fairly heavy machine and, with no 
automatic rewind feature, you will have to wind the very lengthy 
cable by hand.   
  Last year’s vacuum cleaner report also reviewed two Miele cylinder bagless models that continue to be available in shops.  The 
Miele Blizzard CX1 Excellence PowerLine and the Miele Blizzard CX1 Cat & Dog both feature the manufacturer’s new bagless technology 
that separates coarse debris from finer dust into two compartments within the machine in a bid to minimise dust clouds and to make 
for more hygienic emptying.   Both models deliver impressive cleaning performance across the board and combine this with excellent 
allergen retention.  One downside of the highly effective suction on these machines is that they can be tough to push on the highest 
power setting, though fortunately levels are easily adjusted via the power dial.  The Cat & Dog model comes with an extra turbo brush 
floorhead that is designed to more effectively rid your home of pet hair but both machines provide first-class pet hair removal. 
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The Choice Buy Dyson Cinetic Big Ball Animal 2 is an outstanding cylinder 
vacuum cleaner that will leave your floors dust and debris free.  Whether 
tackling thick pile carpets, smooth laminate floors, or floorboards with deep 
crevices, this vacuum cleaner will reliably suck up dirt and grime to leave all 
floor types spotless. This machine is particularly excellent at removing pet 
hair, including long strands, and it comes with a mini turbo head for effectively 
sprucing up your upholstery. Dyson touts its Cinetic cyclone technology as 
being able to generate powerful suction that together with soft oscillating 
tips can separate the tiniest dust particles that can clog other models and 
it says that its cyclones are so efficient that there is no filter that you have 
to wash or replace. Once dust and allergens are trapped inside this vacuum 
cleaner, they will not escape – though, as it is a bagless model, those with dust 
sensitivities will need to take care emptying the canister.  With a ball-shaped 
design, this machine will right itself if it topples over as you pull it along.  At 
7.9kg, it is fairly heavy and can be tricky to balance on stairs.

The Choice Buy Dyson Big Ball Animal 2 will turn in an excellent cleaning 
performance on all floor types and is particularly suited to pet-owning 
households.  This cylinder vacuum cleaner comes with Dyson’s ball technology 
so that it is self-righting if it gets knocked over as you drag it around and it 
provides powerful suction that will leave both carpets and hard flooring spotless 
and free from fine dust and larger debris.   Pet owners will also appreciate this 
machine’s ability to swiftly remove pet hair and a turbine tool with counter-
rotating brush heads is supplied that is effective at releasing tufts of fur or hair 
that have become engrained in carpets or upholstery.  Other accessories include 
combination and stair tools and a pneumatic floor head, and the long hose makes 
it easy to reach up to rid your ceiling of cobwebs.  This bagless model can hold a 
decent 1.7 litres of dust and dirt and allergen retention is excellent, though care 
will need to be taken when emptying the canister to avoid coming into contact 
with the contents.  One potential drawback is that the suction is so powerful that 
this vacuum cleaner can take a lot of effort to push on thick carpet.

2. Dyson Big Ball Animal 2 €340 (Cylin-
der, bagless)

1. Dyson Cinetic Big Ball Animal 2 €350 
(Cylinder, bagless)

Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use


The Choice Buy Miele Complete C3 Total Solution Powerline is a bagged cylinder 
vacuum cleaner that comes with a range of accessories, which, combined with 
excellent performance, will leave your home spotless from top to bottom.   This 
Miele model excels at cleaning traditional floorboards, efficiently sucking up 
debris from between the cracks, and it also does a great job on carpets, removing 
pet fluff and longer hairs for an overall thorough clean. The HEPA filter on this 
machine is very effective at trapping allergens and fine dust particles inside and 
preventing them from getting released back into the room. This bagged vacuum 
cleaner can hold a very considerable 3.5 litres of grime, so you will not need to 
replace the bags too often and emptying this vacuum cleaner is a streamlined, 
mess-free process.  The accessories that come supplied include crevice and 
upholstery tools, a dusting brush with natural bristles, a turbo brush head and 
a parquet floor brush head – so you have a full range of tools at your disposal to 
tackle most areas of the home.  This vacuum cleaner weighs a fairly substantial 
7.2kg but it is easy to manoeuvre and it offers a total reach of 12 metres.  

3. Miele Complete C3 Total Solution 
Powerline €270 (Cylinder, bagged)

Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use


Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use


The Choice Buy Dyson Light Ball Multi Floor is a bagless upright vacuum cleaner 
that turns in an excellent all-round performance.   As the name implies, this 
machine is adept at cleaning all floor types, so whether you have thick pile carpet, 
laminate flooring or floorboards with tricky dirt-catching crevices or a mixture 
of all these, this Dyson model will effortlessly rid them of fine dust and larger 
debris or particles – something that not all vacuum cleaners can achieve.  You can 
vary the suction control according to the task in hand and a quick-release stair 
tool and combination tool are provided along with a long extendable wand to 
help you eliminate dust and cobwebs from ceilings or other hard-to-reach areas.  
Moreover, with an overall reach of just over 10 metres, you will be able to get a 
lot of vacuuming done before having to change sockets.  Allergy sufferers will 
appreciate the highly effective allergen retention offered by this appliance and it 
has the added bonus of being very quiet, though testers found it could be easier 
to use.   Another Dyson model, the Dyson Light Ball Animal, comes with exactly 
the same specifications but with the addition of a tangle-free mini turbo tool.

4. Dyson Light Ball Multi Floor €249 
(Upright, bagless)

Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use
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The Choice Buy Dyson Ball Multi Floor is a cylinder vacuum cleaner that could 
be a great option if you have a lot of different flooring types in your home.  
A key feature of this Dyson model is the manufacturer’s new self-adjusting 
pneumatic cleaner head, which automatically adjusts to seal in suction across 
various flooring types and means that there is no need to change floorheads.  
Testers did indeed find this vacuum cleaner does a great job of ridding both 
carpets and hard floors of fine dust and sucking up dirt from deep crevices.  
Sporting Dyson’s distinctive ball design, this vacuum cleaner swivels easily 
and glides along behind you as you work away and the overall reach is around 
ten metres so you will be able to get lots of floorspace covered before needing 
to switch plug sockets.  In addition, this vacuum cleaner is very quiet as it 
works away and its ability to trap allergens inside without releasing them back 
into the air is top-notch, making it a good choice for those with dust allergies.  
This model disappointed in tests, however, in terms of removing pet hair so 
pet-owners would do better looking elsewhere for their ideal vacuum cleaner.

From a relative newcomer to the market, the Choice Buy Shark Nv601uKT 
Lift-Away True Pet is an upright vacuum cleaner that does a very good job on 
both carpets and hard flooring.  This machine performs well at sucking up dust 
from deep pile carpets and from crevices between floorboards and it can also 
deal with larger debris such as rice or cereal.  Allergens and fine particles are 
kept tightly locked inside this appliance and it has a decent dust capacity of 2.3 
litres, to enable you to get plenty of vacuuming done before having to empty the 
container. This Shark upright vacuum cleaner is lighter than most at 6.6kg but 
its overall reach is on the short side at 8.4 metres. An appealing and innovative 
feature is a detachable canister that you can lift away when working on tricky 
areas like stairs and LED lights are positioned on the front of the floor head to 
light up darker areas and help to ensure that you do a thorough clean. This True 
Pet version comes with the addition of a motorised upholstery tool for removing 
stubborn pet hair, but those who do not need this accessory can opt for the Shark 
Nv601uK Lift-Away for €280.

6. Shark NV601UKT Lift-Away True Pet 
€350 (Upright, bagless)

5. Dyson Ball Multi Floor €249 (Cylin-
der, bagless)

Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use


The Choice Buy Shark Nv801uKT DuoClean True Pet Powered Lift-Away is a pricey 
upright vacuum cleaner that impressed in tests with its cleaning performance 
and innovative features.  Sporting the manufacturer’s ‘DuoClean’ technology, 
this vacuum cleaner comes with a dual floor head that incorporates a bristle 
brush for deep-cleaning carpets and a softer brushroll for hard flooring – and the 
combination does indeed make for excellent cleaning on a range of floor types.  
A novel feature is a detachable unit on this machine that can be lifted off to let 
you tackle tricky areas like stairs and, unusually, LED lights are provided on the 
floor nozzle to illuminate darker spaces as you vacuum.  High-quality filters keep 
fine dust particles and allergens trapped inside and this machine holds a decent 
2.2 litres of dust before it will need to be emptied.  As well as an anti-allergen 
dust brush and duster crevice tool, this True Pet version of the appliance comes 
with a pet multi tool that is effective at ridding upholstery of stubborn pet hair.  
If you can do without the pet multi tool, the Shark Nv801uK DuoClean Powered 
Lift-Away is available for the slightly lower price of €420.

7. Shark NV801UKT DuoClean True Pet 
Powered Lift-Away €450 (Upright, bagless)

Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use


Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use


The Choice Buy Dyson Ball Animal 2, as its name implies, is designed with pet 
owners in mind and this upright vacuum cleaner will not disappoint in terms of 
its cleaning ability.  This appliance excels when picking up hair and fibres, scoring 
top marks in tests, and it also performs well when sucking up dust and dirt from 
carpets and hard flooring.  This bagless machine can hold an average 1.8 litres of 
dust and those with sensitivities and allergies will appreciate the highly effective 
filters that ensure that fine particles once safely trapped inside will not escape 
back into the room.  A lengthy overall reach from socket to floorhead of 11.3 
metres makes this a great choice for larger homes and getting at tricky high areas 
is aided by an articulated wand handle at the end of the secondary hose that can 
tilt, pivot and rotate. A range of accessories come supplied, including a stair tool, 
combination tool, a tangle-free turbine for ridding upholstery of pet hair and 
a carbon fibre turbine tool that can attach to the pivoting wand handle and be 
used for cleaning underneath furniture.  An added bonus is that this machine is 
exceptionally quiet as it works away.

8. Dyson Ball Animal 2 €349 (Upright, 
bagless)

Carpet   

Wooden floors 

Allergen retention 

Pet hair removal  

Noise

Ease of use
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PRODUCT TESTS / Euro NCAP Test Results 2018

For more than 20 
years, Euro NCAP 
has been assessing 
car safety standards 
and encouraging 
innovation and 
improvements and, 
in 2018, the focus was 
on vulnerable road 
users and automated 
driving.

Euro NCAP Test Results 
2018

At a glance
• 2018 test changes
• Testing automation
• Best in class 2018

Since 1997, the European New Car Assessment 
Programme, Euro NCAP, has conducted 
crash tests on new vehicles and worked to 
provide motoring consumers with realistic 
and independent evaluations of the safety 
performance of some of the most popular 
cars on sale across Europe.   Backed by a 
number of European governments and 
motoring and consumer organisations - 
including International Consumer Research 
and Testing (ICRT), to which the Consumers’ 
Association of Ireland is affiliated - Euro NCAP’s 
five-star rating system allows consumers to 
easily compare the safety performance of 
new vehicles, and the work of the testing 

organisation has also become a catalyst for 
incentivising significant safety improvements 
in new car design.
  Euro NCAP tests in four key 
areas: - Adult Occupant Protection (for 
drivers and passengers), Child Occupant 
Protection, Pedestrian Protection (now called 
vulnerable Road users Protection) and Safety 
Assist technologies.   For 2018, a number of 
safety tests were updated and some new 
assessments have been added.  In terms 
of Adult Occupant Protection, in addition 
to the traditional crash tests, testing of the 
low-speed functionality of autonomous 
emergency braking systems (AEB City) now 
includes scenarios where the stationery 
target vehicle is offset to the left or right 
relative to the path of the test vehicle.   When 
it comes to the Safety Assist score, AEB 
assessment is refined thanks to the inclusion 
of offset testing and there is a more detailed 
assessment of the speed limit information 
function for speed assistance. Moreover, 
lane support systems now may include 
emergency lane keeping (ELK) functionality, 
which can autonomously take evasive action 
if the car is in danger of veering off the road 
or colliding with another vehicle.  New Euro 
NCAP tests have been introduced to verify 
that the ELK system reacts to a road edge, 
whether it is marked or unmarked, to ensure 
that the car does not run off-road; that the car 
returns safely to its lane when an overtaking 
manoeuvre is attempted and an oncoming 
vehicle is detected; and that the car is 
prevented from inadvertently steering into 
the path of a vehicle that is overtaking in an 
adjacent lane.
  A key focus of the 2018 safety tests 
is not only the protection of those inside 
the vehicle but also more vulnerable road 
users sharing the road-space.  In 2018, the 
assessment of Pedestrian Protection saw 
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updates including testing of AEB pedestrian 
detection in darkness and obscure lighting 
conditions to ensure these systems work 
reliably at all times.  Moreover, Euro NCAP has 
noted the growing number of cyclists on our 
roads and cyclist detection is now included 
in AEB Pedestrian tests in a new designation 
dubbed AEB vulnerable Road users.  
Detecting cyclists is particularly challenging 
for car manufacturers designing the 
necessary hardware and software as sensors 
need to have a wide angle of view to spot 
rapidly-moving cyclists in good time and 
complex algorithms are required to ensure 
correct identification of potential collision 
threats while avoiding false activations.
In 2018, Euro NCAP also put automated 
driving technology to the test for the first 
time and attempted to clear up some 
common areas of consumer confusion.

Testing automation
A recent online survey of over 1,500 car 
owners from around the world found that 
over 70% believe that it is already possible 
to buy a car that can drive itself.  This finding 
is in stark contrast to the current reality and 
shows the significant level of confusion 
that exists among motoring consumers 
in the area of automated or autonomous 
driving.  As part of its ongoing commitment 
to independently assess the benefits of new 
vehicle safety technologies, in 2018, Euro 
NCAP put so-called Highway Assist systems 
in ten cars to the test.  Highway Assist 
systems combine Adaptive Cruise Control, 
Lane Centering, and Speed Assist systems in 
order to support the driver when travelling 
on motorways.
  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 
automatically adjusts a car’s cruising speed 
in response to a slower-moving vehicle 
ahead, helping the driver to maintain a safe 
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distance.  ACC operates independently of and 
in addition to other driver assistance systems 
that are already assessed by Euro NCAP, such 
as AEB and lane assistance, and that continue 
to work away in the background.  Euro 
NCAP used an extended version of its AEB 
test to assess the ACC function and found 
that these systems generally perform well 
in adapting the speed when approaching a 
slower-moving vehicle or one that is braking.  
However, in tests, not all systems performed 
equally well where the car is approaching 
a vehicle that has stopped.  Moreover, the 
most challenging tests for these driver assist 
systems involve situations where a vehicle 
cuts in from an adjacent lane just in front 
of a test car or where the car in front of the 
test car leaves the lane abruptly to avoid a 
stopped vehicle ahead, so that the system 
has only a short time to evaluate and respond 
to the situation.  In these ‘cut-in’ and ‘cut-out’ 
scenarios, none of the systems were able to 
assist the driver and collisions could only be 
avoided if an alert driver was able to brake 
or steer away from the obstacle.  These 
challenging situations demonstrate the 
importance of the driver remaining focused 
and not over-relying on the system.   
  Whereas the ACC element in some 
cars only provided low-level assistance, with 
the driver being primarily in control, others 
provided a good balance between driver 
and system assistance.  However, with one 
car, the Tesla Model S, tests indicated the risk 
of an over-reliance on the driver assistance 
system, with the vehicle being primarily in 
control.
  Tests were also developed to assess 
the Lane Centering function of Highway 
Assist systems.  This function is designed to 
continuously support the driver in keeping 
the car in the middle of the lane.  An ‘S-bend’ 
test was created to determine the level of 
steering support provided by each system at 
various speeds and another test measured 
the amount of steering effort required by 
the driver to swerve around a small obstacle 
like a pot-hole on the road.  Ideally, a driver 
assist system will continue to support the 
driver during the manoeuvre but will not 
resist the driver or deactivate, and all the cars 
tested allowed the driver to cooperatively 
steer and handle the situation apart from 
the Tesla system, which does not permit the 
driver to deviate from the lane centering 
path and will disengage when a driver inputs 
steering torque.  Again, this presents a risk of 
over-reliance on the system by the driver.
  In addition to these tests, Euro 
NCAP looked at the information provided by 
the manufacturer in the media, advertising 
and in the user manuals to check that 
no false or exaggerated claims for these 
systems are being made.  Overall, the user 
manuals clearly state the limitations of the 

systems and where they should be used and 
official marketing content generally makes 
clear the role of the driver, apart from one 
promotional video from BMW and a number 
of promotional videos from Tesla that were 
found to be misleading in that they suggest 
that the vehicle can drive autonomously.
  The overall conclusions of Euro 
NCAP’s testing of automated driving 
technology include the fact that no car 
currently on the market offers full automation 
or autonomy and that, although some cars 
can provide driver assistance, this should not 
be confused with automated driving.  Thus, 
the responsibility for safe driving remains 
with the driver.   Different manufacturers 
have taken different approaches to the 
application of driver assistance technologies 
in terms of the level of support given to 
the driver and the technology, when used 
correctly, can help the driver to maintain a 
safe distance and speed and stay within the 
lane.  However, these systems should not 
be relied on as an alternative to careful and 
controlled driving.  
  Test findings show that assisted 
driving systems can provide safety and 
convenience benefits but full automation is 
still a long way off, according to Euro NCAP 
Secretary General Michiel van Ratingen, 
who notes that Euro NCAP will continue 
to follow and assess these developments 
closely to ensure that consumers have all the 
information they need when considering 
these new driver technologies.

2018 test results
The Nissan Leaf was the first car to undergo 
Euro NCAP’s improved and extended test 
protocols for 2018 and achieved a five-star 
rating, echoing the success of the original 
Leaf launched in 2011 - the first all-electric car 
to garner top marks from Euro NCAP.   With 
consumers shifting away from conventional 
engines and car manufacturers investing 
heavily in electric and hybrid vehicles, it is 
vital that advancements in safety do not 
take a backseat.  Euro NCAP was pleased to 
note that the Nissan Leaf comes with plenty 
of new safety features, demonstrating that 
environmental friendliness does not need 
to come at the expense of improved safety 
for both those inside the car and other 
vulnerable road users outside the vehicle.
  In 2018, Euro NCAP introduced a 
new award for the best safety performance 
among the electric and hybrid cars it tested 
during the year, namely the Nissan Leaf, 
the Lexus ES, the Hyundai Nexo and the 
Jaguar I-Pace.  Although these cars fall into 
different size categories, it is hoped that 
the Euro NCAP award will serve to guide 
consumers who are looking for maximum 
safety from their electric or hybrid vehicle.  
All the electric/hybrid vehicles tested in 2018 

achieved five-star ratings, but the Lexus ES, a 
hybrid luxury sedan, was deemed to be best 
in class.   The Lexus ES was also judged to 
be the best all-round performer in the large 
family car category, while the Hyundai Nexo, 
a hydrogen fuel cell powered Suv, garnered 
the best-in-class award in the large off-roader 
category.  The final best-in-class award in 
2018 was given to the Mercedes-Benz A Class, 
which was the stand-out performer in the 
small family car category and also garnered 
the best overall result of the year.
  unfortunately, not every vehicle 
tested impressed testers and scored so 
highly.  A notable exception is the aging Fiat 
Panda.  This model was last tested by Euro 
NCAP in 2011, and recent tests show that 
the Panda is being overshadowed by rival 
superminis in the safety stakes.  A seatbelt 
reminder was the only element to score the 
Panda points in the Safety Assist tests, and 
the vehicle achieves the dubious distinction 
of being awarded no stars at all – following 
in the footsteps of the Fiat Punto in 2017.   
Doing only marginally better, the Jeep 
Wrangler is a four-wheel drive off-roader 
that newly arrived on the market in 2018 but 
that, disappointingly, offers only a seatbelt 
reminder and a simple driver-set speed 
limiter but no other form of driver-assistance 
system.  As a result, the Wrangler scores a 
mere one star and lags far behind the other 
vehicles in its category.  
  The results and ratings for the 
best-in-class vehicles and other cars tested in 
2018 are featured on our table below.  When 
viewing these results, please note that Euro 
NCAP ratings strictly apply to vehicles of 
the specifications offered in Europe.  These 
ratings do not necessarily apply to models 
on sale in other regions, even if they carry an 
identical name, as production specifications 
and equipment may vary.  Moreover, because 
Euro NCAP’s 2018 assessments have been 
significantly updated and altered, star ratings 
from 2018 should not be directly compared 
with those from previous years.  Not all the 
tested models on our table are currently 
readily available in Ireland.  It should be 
noted that, as the Euro NCAP star rating 
goes beyond the legal requirements, a car 
that achieves a low number of stars is not 
necessarily unsafe, but it is not as safe as its 
competitors that were rated better.  Those 
in the market for a new car and looking for 
the safest options available should take note 
of those vehicles that garnered a five-star 
rating, achieving Choice Buy status.   For 
more information on any of the models 
tested, go to www.euroncap.com.  In 
addition, the site offers a ‘How Safe Is Your 
Car?’ online tool to allow users to enter the 
make and model of their current car to see 
how it fared in Euro NCAP tests in recent 
years.
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS                                                                   TEST PERFORMANCE SCORE 

Price from (€) Model tested Body type Kerb weight (kg) Adult Occupant  
Protection rating %

Child Occupant  
Protection rating %

Vulnerable Road Users 
Protection rating %

Safety Assist rating % Overall Euro NCAP rating

Supermini

Suzuki Jimny n/a Jimny 1.5L GLX 3 door hactchback 1095 73 84 52 50 

Fiat Panda from 12,845 Fiat Panda Easy 1.2 Fire, LHD 5 door hatchback 940 45 16 47 7

Small family car

Mercedes-Benz A Class from 27, 860 Mercedes-Benz A 180 d, LHD 5 door hatchback 1445 96 91 92 75 

Nissan Leaf from 28,690 Nissan Leaf 'Acenta', LHD 5 door hatchback 1545 93 86 71 71 

Ford Focus from 23,245 Ford Focus 1.0 'Trend', LHD 5 door hatchback 1312 85 87 72 75 

Large family car

Lexus ES from 49,450
Lexus ES 300h 'Comfort', 

RHD
4 door saloon 1740 91 87 90 77 

Peugeot 508 from 32, 950
Peugeot 508 BlueHDi 1.5, 

LHD
5 door sedan 1434 96 86 71 79 

Volvo S60 from 33, 250 Volvo V60 D4 Momentum 5 door estate 1844 96 84 74 76 

Volvo V60 from 40,750 Volvo V60 D4 Momentum 5 door estate 1844 96 84 74 76 

Mazda 6 from 31, 950 Mazda 6 2.2 diesel 'Core', LHD 5 door estate 1577 95 91 66 73 

Executive 

Audi A6 from 51, 360
Audi A6 40 TDI Sportline 

4x2, LHD
4 door saloon 1682 93 85 81 76 

Jaguar I-Pace from 81,585 I-Pace SE EV400 5 door hatchback 2180 91 81 73 81 

Small MPV (Multi-purpose vehicle)

Ford Tourneo Connect from 25, 110 Ford Tourneo Connect 5 door MPV 1690 92 79 65 75 

Citroen Berlingo* from 13,147
Peugeot Rifter BlueHDi 100 

Allure, LHD
5 door MPV 1510 91 81 58 68 

Opel/Vauxhall Combo* from 16, 145
Peugeot Rifter BlueHDi 100 

Allure, LHD
5 door MPV 1510 91 81 58 68 

Peugeot Rifter from 23, 450
Peugeot Rifter BlueHDi 100 

Allure, LHD
5 door MPV 1510 91 81 58 68 

Small off-roader

Audi Q3 from 38, 600 Audi Q3 2.0 TDI, 4x4, LHD 5 door SUV 1646 95 86 76 85 

Volvo XC40 from 36, 850
Volvo XC40 D4 AWD Mo-

mentum
5 door SUV 1680 97 87 71 76 

Large off-roader

Hyundai Nexo n/a Hyundai Nexo GL, LHD 5 door SUV 1814 94 87 67 80 

Hyundai Santa Fe from 42, 245
Hyundai Santa Fe 2.2CRDi, 

LHD
5 door SUV 1950 94 88 67 76 

BMW X5 from 87,390 BMW X5  xDrive30d, LHD 5 door SUV 2185 89 86 75 75 

VW Touareg from 65, 395
VW Touareg 3.0 diesel "El-

egance", LHD
5 door SUV 2065 89 86 72 81 

Jeep Wrangler from 54, 850
Jeep Wrangler Sahara 4-Door 

Unlimited
5 seat 2089 50 69 49 32 

Hybrid and Electric Vehicles

Lexus ES from 49,450
Lexus ES 300h 'Comfort', 

RHD
4 door saloon 1740 91 87 90 77 

Hyundai Nexo n/a Hyundai Nexo GL, LHD 5 door SUV 1814 94 87 67 80 

Jaguar I-Pace from 81,585 I-Pace SE EV400 5 door hatchback 2180 91 81 73 81 

Nissan Leaf from 28,690 Nissan Leaf 'Acenta', LHD 5 door hatchback 1545 93 86 71 71 

*The rating of the Citroën Berlingo and Opel/Vauxhall Combo are based on tests done on the Peugeot Rifter, with which they are identical apart from some visual features that affect only pedestrian impact test performance.
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